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Abstract
The building sector is one of the most strategic sectors everywhere in the sustainability context because of its socioeconomic role as one of the largest employers and also because of its environmental role as one of the world’s biggest polluter. The adoption of a performance based procurement process to implement the Brazilian public housing policy is, as shown in this paper, a huge step the State might take towards the promotion of sustainable construction, using its significative purchase power to foster a fruitful environment for innovation, sustainability and competitiveness all along the Brazilian building sector value chain, having a leading role towards the path to a global low-carbon economy – with less greenhouse gas emission, contributing to slow down global warming – and also successfully fulfilling the targets of the national housing policy.
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INTRODUCTION

The construction industry is known for its huge socioenvironmental impacts and, at the same time, as one of the largest employers. This impact is higher if seen during the whole life cycle of a building, once 80% of a building cost is concentrated in its use and operation time (PIMENTEL e LAURINDO, 2008). The national house deficit is over 6 million homes and 95% of it is concentrated in the poor families, that is one reason of the growing public investment in this sector. For the next four (2011-2014, Dilma Roussef’s term as president) the expected investments are over 168 billion dollars – just the second version of Programa Minha Casa Minha Vida (PMCMV) with a target of building two million houses until 2014, has a 43 billion dollars investment.

The purpose of this paper is to present the main achievement of an exploratory study whose main objective was to identify the impact on innovation and sustainability of using a performance-based procurement (PBP) approach in the implementation of the public housing policy. Another objective is to present PBP as a strategic tool for promoting competitiveness, innovation and sustainability in the construction chain through the use of the State purchasing power taking this chain towards a low-carbon, more environmental-friendly, economic model.
This paper is divided in four parts, the first aims to present how the construction chain is included in the sustainability context, in other words, this section presents the main challenges the building sector faces in the transition to a more sustainable context.

The second section presents the role of innovation in the sustainability context, how to promote it and use it to guide the construction value chain towards a low-carbon business model, that is, how to foster innovation in order to enable building professionals to project, plan, build, maintain, rebuild and demolish building that will cause the minimum environmental impacts possible as well as promote socioeconomic development of it’s dwellers.

The third section is an assessment of the impact of the use of Performance Information Procurement System – PIPS, a PBP methodology – by the governmental agency responsible for implementing the public housing policy on the two topics presented before: innovation and sustainability, based on the international experiences and the existing theory about innovation and sustainability summarized in this paper.

The fourth part presents the final considerations of the aforementioned study.

THE BRAZILIAN CONSTRUCTION VALUE CHAIN AND SUSTAINABILITY

The building sector, in Brazil and all around the world, has a strategic position in every country’s development agenda because it is one of the largest employers and also one of the biggest polluter. In Brazil, this sector represents 5% of national GDP – if considered the expanded sector (called ConstruBusiness) this participation goes up to 15% (FDC, 2009) – and contributes with around 17% of all new job posts created in the country (MTE, 2010).

Since the first meetings about the environmental issue in the 1970’s, the pressure for sustainable behavior is fastly getting stronger, be it due to more clarified citizens/consumers or be it due to the more frequent natural catastrophes that shock – and affect – all mankind (JACOBI, 1999; MANZINI; VEZZOLI, 2002). In this scenario, one of the planet’s biggest polluting industry is not immune, therefore, it is fundamental that all actors in the construction chain search and/or develop competences that enables them to deliver solutions that satisfies consumer’s needs and preserve the environment.

Several tools have been developed to guide States, companies and civil society towards sustainable development, whose most accepted definition is the “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”, presented by the Brundtland Report in 1987. One of this tools is Agenda 21 that can be defined as “a planning tool to build sustainable societies, in different geographic basis, that conciliates environmental protection, social justice and economic efficiency” (CIB, 2002) and can be split up from the global agenda into smaller agendas for regional, city levels or even for economic sectors agendas.

On this work of fostering sustainable construction, John et al. (2001) present the story of Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction that defines sustainable construction as:

“Sustainable construction is a holistic process aiming to restore and maintain harmony between the natural and built environments, and create settlements that affirm human dignity and encourage economic equity” (CIB, 2002: 8).
Although this Agenda was created to developed nations, this definition can be extended to all countries. According to John et al (2001) what must be rethought are the actions determined in the Agenda when used to guide developing countries in the promotion of sustainable construction.

The discussions about this focus Agenda were presented in 2002 and, as discussed by John et al. (2001), it deals with the specificities of the developing world, such as how to make sustainable houses accessible to millions of people who don’t have enough purchase power to buy houses on their own and the challenge to promote sustainable construction in areas where the basic infrastructure is bad – from the components/materials production according to some specification to bad roads and problems with energy and water supply (CIB, 2002).

The Agenda proposed by is organized in 6 groups of action and outlines the main challenges the building sector’s agents in developing countries will face in the context of sustainability. Several actions proposed in the Agenda 21 are similar to the actions presented as challenges in the prospective study for the future of Brazilian building sector, corroborating the analysis made in that study and presented in this paper.

On the global context of sustainability, the Brazilian building sector must make the ongoing transition from a quantitative model of reproducing standardized houses to a qualitative performance-based model that delivers the needed amount of houses, while respecting the environment, the society and being economically feasible.

According to this Agenda, all participating actors must assume their responsibility on this transition. The research and education sector, the private sector, the clients and the government and it’s regulatory agencies must unify their efforts and cooperate in order to raise an institutional environment that fosters innovation, the commitment to quality and performance. Partnerships must be sought to finance research of new technologies and techniques. Information and knowledge must be disseminated to promote a more conscient market that understands the impact of purchasing decisions. All roles must be reviewed, all agents must be aware of their importance in the search for a more balanced, sustainable building sector.

In order to understand the competitive situation of this Brazilian industry and to identify the challenges companies would face in the future, a prospective study coordinated by professors Dr. Alex Abiko and Dr. Orestes Marraccini Gonçalves to the Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Market.was conducted at the Engineering School of Universidade de São Paulo in 2003 for a ten-year period (PCC, 2003). This study presented the main challenges the building sector would have in order to keep growing and be competitive in the new century.

These are the main challenges: need to increase productivity, develop human resources skills, promote integration among all players in the value chain (universities, government, private companies, civil society), expand credit to build and buy houses, solve the 6 million houses deficit concentrated in the poor families, manage the growing land cost, promote a sectorial commitment to quality development, rethink regulations based on prescriptions and standards and institutional organization of the housing policy, foster innovation and sustainability and improve management skills across the whole chain – self-construction, building project, consumer orientation (knowing customer’s needs) and research (PCC, 2003).
Focus on the end-user is essential to promote quality homes and it’s lack is notable in the popular building projects, reflecting the production model established after the Military Coup of 1964, that Bonduki (2000) defines as central-developing opposed to the new model he defines as environmental-participative and that is still incipient. According to the author, this central-developing model lasted until Collor government (1993), when “dozens of bad quality and bad location houses were financed and built by suspect companies and people who could afford them didn’t want to live there and those who would accept living there couldn’t afford. In the end, lots of these units were left unfinished or empty”.

Corroborating Bonduki’s definition, Leite at al. (2006) studying buildings of the Programa de Arrendamento Residencial (PAR – a leasing program of popular housing to low income population, created in 1998) operated by CAIXA stated that the client that most influences the requirements of the building project is CAIXA. These requirements, on the PAR’s buildings so far, don’t come from a systematic process starting in the end-user, but from guidelines of the program developed by the Ministry of Cities and by technical specifications made by CAIXA’s technicians. There is no community participation in the definition of these house’s characteristics.

Medvedovski et al. (2006) also studying PAR found results that show there are problems in maintenance of the buildings, on the building management – specially in the relation between the building managing company and the dwellers – and in the houses’ characteristics that are changed by it’s own users because they don’t their needs satisfied. This interventions not only might harm the building structure, safety and integrity but also shows a clear house deficiency to fulfill the user’s needs and expectations.

The improvement of management process, from project to production and delivery of buildings, must also take in consideration the needs of end-users, their participation must be sought in order to avoid delay in delivery due to changes in projects and higher costs due to this changes or even because the buildings, once they do not satisfy users’ needs, must be frequently modified (GUERRA et al., 2009).

An Ernst&Young (2008) study shows that from 2007 to 2030 the economic condition of families will sensibly change; it is expected that until 2017, 57% of all new families (that means new homes) will be on the base of the social pyramid while after 2017, 78% of all 19,9 million families will be part of the middle class, that means they will have different expectations on their homes and that must be part of the house project if we think about sustainability and flexible homes that could be rebuilt rather than totally replaced by another one.

Bonduki’s environmental-participative model is more compatible with the idea of sustainable development than the central-developing model but it is still not a reality all over the country and it’s not an only one organization responsibility to implement it. It is a city plan and not just a housing plan, being fundamental the participation and integration of several actors.

Workforce qualification, partnership among actors, search for continuous innovation and competitiveness, a performance-based legal and regulation framework and constant investments are the main tools to overcome the obstacles to achieve the sustainability goal. These challenges towards sustainability are very big and the work to be done is really hard but with the right planning and an effective coordination of policies and strategies of all chain’s actors
it will be possible the construction sector becomes a leading sector in the transition to a more sustainable business environment.

THE SUSTAINABILITY CONTEXT AND THE ROLE OF INNOVATION

As it happens with sustainability, innovation has several definitions, we will adopt in this paper the following concept based on Slaughter (1998 apud BLAYSE;MANLEY, 2004), Blayse & Manley (2004), Sakar (2007), Smeraldi (2009) and Drucker (2011) definitions: innovation is the capacity to identify, develop, adopt and explore new uses to existing knowledge in different contexts or new knowledge in existing contexts. The first application will be named incremental innovation and the second one disruptive innovation.

Innovation is nowadays the most important building block of competitive advantage in any company, in the long term this capacity to generate new ideas, new uses for old ideas or any mix of that will determine which companies will survive and which will not in this fastly changing world (HILL; JONES, 2009; LYNCH, s/d).

If we think sustainability – or sustainable development – as the balance of human actions’s impacts among humans and between humans and nature, there is no other alternative but change the actual production and consumption model as well as all social relations – of exploitation, misery and exclusion – that come with it. In order to incorporate the planet’s capacity to regenerate it’s resources and benefit the whole humanity for several generations we must be able to innovate.

The innovation focused on sustainability, is defined by Rennings (2000) as eco-innovation, “all measures of relevant actors (firms, politicians, unions, associations, churches, private households) which develop new ideas, behavior, products and processes, apply or introduce them and which contribute to a reduction of environmental burdens or to ecologically specified sustainability targets”.

We will incorporate the concept of eco-innovation to the previous definition of innovation, so the use of the terms innovation and eco-innovation won’t be distinguished in this paper. Therefore, innovation definition will be used as follow: the capacity to identify, develop, adopt and explore new uses to existing knowledge in different contexts or new knolledge in existing contexts aiming the promotion and implementation of sustainability.

Including the promotion of sustainability in the concept of innovation instead of treating this kind of innovation as another type shows there is no other alternative for companies but to incorporate the search for sustainable business in their strategies, objectives and processes (NIDUMOLU, PRAHALAD and RANGASWAMI, 2009). These authors show the implementation of sustainability doesn’t mean higher costs, it’s usually the opposite, several successful cases show the implementation of sustainability leads to cost reduction, higher productivity and market share even during period of crisis.

Loures (2009) summarizes the importance of innovation to achieve sustainability:

“We must call attention to the essential nature of innovation when we deal with sustainability. The challenges created by global issues, specially climate change, and the natural human desire for continuous life quality improvement, require creative answers and significative qualitative gains in productivity that don’t compromise the future
generations possibilities. If we really want to use the best humanity has to offer, we must give a special attention to the human dimension, making that knowledge and creative abilities are released emerging the truly culture of innovation” (LOURES, 2009: 94).

Smeraldi (2009) states that rather than incremental innovations, radical or disruptive innovations will lead the path towards sustainability because of their own nature of breaking rules and paradigms.

The development of sustainable products, or at least more eco-friendly products, needs several changes in companies’ structure, culture, market knowledge and also in the assessment of products impacts on the environment. The development process of sustainable products is still in a transition moment from a “green” improvement of the actual products to a real process of creation of new sustainable products that will substitute the existing ones. This transition is companies’ greatest challenge once it transcends the departmental frontiers – and even organizational frontiers – and demands an integration of different professionals and players all along the production chain (PUJARI, 2004).

Focusing the building sector, these trends and needs to promote sustainability become an evident challenge to companies and professionals. The operation period of a house, as shown before, represents 80% of all building cost (PIMENTEL e LAURINDO, 2008). Brazilian data on the resources consumption of the building sector shows that “40% of all extracted natural resources are allocated to in the building sector, 50% of all urban solid waste come from buildings and demolition, 50% of all electric energy consumption is used in the housing operations” (CORCUERA, 2008), 12% of all carbonic gas emission come from Portland cement production in Brazil, sand consumption in the metropolitan region of Sao Paulo is approximately 12 million cubic meters per year, more than 68,5 million tons of waste is annually produced in building and demolition activities, higher than the urban solid waste produced and five times higher than the resources consumed to build (JOHN et al, 2004).

John (2009), citing Kilbert, presents six principles that must be observed when thinking of construction sustainability: 1) Minimize resources consumption (conservate); 2) Maximize reuse of resources (Reuse); 3) Use renewable or recycled resources (Renew/Recycle); 4) Protect the environment (Nature Protection); 5) Create a healthy, non-toxic environment (Non-toxic) and; 6) Search for quality in the building environment (Quality). Therefore, the following steps are important during the building process: 1) Building implementation, construction project and process; 2) Material selection; 3) Energetic planning; 4) Waste management; 5) Air quality and; 6) Project for flexibility. All this principles and steps demand increasing productivity of all resources – human, energetic and material.

As the house is inevitably a (material) product, only the search for dematerialization and service emphasis cannot promote sustainable constructions. It is fundamental that the incorporation of sustainable principles happens all along the process of project, production, delivery, use and rebuild/demolition of a house. That’s where innovation must happen: the search for new housing solutions that will balance social demands, economic feasibility and environmental protection while promoting human development in all surrounding area.

Concluding, sustainable construction is not only the building project itself, it reaches out these frontiers and includes the surrounding area, the building integration in the urban tissue, the social relations generated and the economic opportunities created.
PIPS AND THE IMPACT ON INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY IN THE BRAZILIAN BUILDING SECTOR

One important issue to be discussed is the development of performance norms instead of prescriptive norms and it’s impact on the building sector. This transition from a prescriptive model to a performance model is strategic to the promotion of sustainability and innovation and it is getting stronger (ALMEIDA, 1997) with the strengthening of global markets and real time communication across nations empowering consumers and putting stronger pressure on companies’ reputation – the most valuable asset organizations have nowadays (BORGER, 2001; GUNNINGHAM, 2005).

The main support on the use of economic tools and performance norms is that once this regulations determines what is expected from companies’ activities instead of how companies must operate (command and control model), these companies are free to find the best value alternatives that attend the regulation’s expectation and the economic demands of companies (ALMEIDA, 1997; PEREIRA et al., 2007; VARELA, 2007). Although results are achieved faster in command and control methods, the use of economic tools and performance norms foster innovation and a proactive behavior of companies, however, it is essential the participation of all actors in the construction of these performance demands sharing knowledge and comprehension of what is expected (SEROA DA MOTA, RUITENBEEK e HUBER, 1996; SEROA DA MOTA, YOUNG, 1997; PeBBu, 2005).

In this transition context, the performance based procurement is a strategic tool to change the players behavior, once:

“The intent is to (...) shift the paradigm from traditional ‘acquisition think’ into one of collaborative, performance-oriented teamwork with a focus on program performance, improvement, and innovation, not simply contract compliance. Performance-based acquisition offers the potential to dramatically transform the nature of service delivery, and permit the federal government to tap the enormous creative energy and innovative nature of private industry” (GSA, 2001: 3).

PeBBu Final Report (2005) stresses two main characteristics of performance concept application:

• Use of two languages, one to the demand and another to the supplier of the solution for the expected performance. It reflects the change in roles played by consumers and suppliers. In a performance based context, consumers use their voice (VoC) to express WHY and WHAT the building solution must attend/perform while suppliers will offer HOW this performance/goal will be achieved, in other words, the development of the solution goes from the consumer to the supplier. This is the greatest breakthrough in the building sector, although it is not new (there are register of performance based demands in Hamurabi’s time), performance based approach in the building sector is not frequently used (PeBBu, 2005, CHONG et al., 2007, KASHIWAGI et al., 2010).

• Need to validate and verify the results achieved compared to the expected performance. It is necessary from the selection of the building solution to the assessment of the performance during the effective building operation. Several methodologies were developed to help this assessment such as Serviceability Tools & Methods® (ST&M®) by Internation Centre for Facilities, a KPI list by the US Federal Facilities Council and the Construction Product Directive by the European Union (PeBBu, 2005).
There is not enough experience in performance based procurement that enables a building to be entirely planned, procured, delivered, maintained and used based on performance documents, so a blend of the two models (performance and prescription) is still needed, however it is important to keep in mind the shift in the role of consumers and suppliers/contractors, where the first says WHAT they want and the second present HOW they will fulfill it. Despite the challenges in implementing this structural change, countries like Australia, Canada, Finland, the European Community as a whole, Hong Kong, the Nordic Countries, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom have been testing PBP where clients understand this approach serves their purposes better (PeBBu, 2005).

In this paper research it was adopted a 17-year tested methodology called Performance Information Procurement System (PIPS), created by professor Dean Kashiwagi at Arizona State University in 1991. This system is based in the Information Measurement Theory (IMT), Kashiwagi Solution Model (KSM) and the Construction Industry Structure (CIS). All these components are continually followed, assessed and updated in order to strengthen the proposed model and simplify it (KASHIWAGI, 2010).

IMT concepts basically show that: decision making brings risk and demands ones subjective bias and experience to make it; the use of dominant information – clearly identifiable and understood data – is the main resource to minimize decision making; the past performance and future capability enables one to predict future performance and; experts can identify risks before they happen and they can simplify complex information into simple explanations to non-experts (CHONG, 2007).

PIPS have been tested over 700 times, for over 17 years, projects worth more than 2 billion dollars. The results show an average of 98% customer satisfaction (projects delivered on time, within budget and according to expectations), reductions of 90% in project management transactions and less than 1% “surprise factor” of nonperformance (KASHIWAGI, 2009, 2010).

Duren and Dorée (2008) make a critical assessment of Kashiwagi’s declared results and identified that even some numbers are overestimated, the average results found are higher than the ones from traditional low-bid contracts. The authors also use the New Institutional Economics (NIE) to explain these results instead of Kashiwagi’s IMT, KSM and CIS and found PIPS has a great potential in reducing uncertainty, opportunism and transaction costs.

The KSM aims to identify if a person has more of visionary characteristics (called Type A) or management/control characteristics (called Type C) in an extreme characteristics model. The most indicated type to support and implement PIPS is Type A, because of it’s characteristics these kind of people use more logic than personal bias and experiences to choose experts, delegate responsibility and release control, minimizing risks as show in the IMT concepts (SULLIVAN et al., 2007).

The CIS classifies an industry into four quadrants according to the perceived competition and the performance factors (Figure 1). Nowadays construction industry all around the world is in the first quadrant – price based – where the clients minimizes risks they identify by managing and controlling all contractors actions (ADEYEMYI et al., 2009, KASHIWAGI et al., 2009).
This price-based model not only reduces contractor’s performance but also stimulates a reactive behavior where contractor will do exactly what the client specifies, instead of analyzing all the risks the client may not have identified that would impact on performance (Figures 2 and 3), that’s why this delivery system (based on client’s control over contractors and price based selection) is considered the main source of the problems identified in the delivery of construction (not in time, out of budget and not satisfying consumer’s expectations) and not the lack of technical expertise of players as it was thought (ADEYEMYI et al., 2009; DUREN & DORÉE, 2008; KASHIWAGI et al., 2009, 2010).

**Figure 1:** Construction Industry Structure (CIS)

![Construction Industry Structure (CIS)](source: KASHIWAGI et al., 2009.)

**Figure 2:** Problem with Price Based Procurement

![Problem with Price Based Procurement](source: KASHIWAGI et al., 2009.)
PIPS proposition is to reduce as much as possible all decision making based on subjectivity and increase the use of dominant information (clearly identified and understood by anyone) to identify the best performer, the best constructor that will be selected to present the best solution (HOW) to the customer’s needs and expectations (WHY and WHAT) based on its past performance and it’s proved capacity of risk management and customer orientation.

PIPS – as well as other performance based procurement methods – will foster a transition from quadrant I to quadrant II: best value quadrant in the CIS represent a context where contractors have high performance in a competitive context, clients are satisfied once they choose the best value contractor, in other words, best performance (project on time and within budget) for the lowest cost (ADEYEMYI et al., 2009).

PIPS structure is briefly presented by Kashiwagi (2011):

“The BVP/PIPS has three phases: selection, pre-award, and management of the project risk.

The selection phase has five filters: past performance information, competitive ability to manage and minimize project risk, interview of key personnel, prioritizing the vendors and doing a dominance check to ensure that the best value vendor is the best value.

The client’s representatives assume the vendors are experts through the selection process then assume the best value vendor is not an expert in the pre-award phase to minimize the risk of the vendor. The paradigm is to minimize the need for technical decision making in the selection process, and maximizing the need for the best value vendor to prove they are an expert in the pre-award phase.

The previous paradigm also forces vendors to show dominant differential in performance that minimizes the need for any technical decision making by the client.

The risk is shifted to the vendors to show value through dominant expertise, knowing that experts minimize both risk and cost, thus providing the best value for the lowest cost” (KASHIWAGI, 2011: 36).
The proposition of PIPS adoption in the implementation of the Brazilian public housing policy incorporates ten points that we consider essential to promote sustainable construction using the public investment in the sector:

1) Stimulate cooperation among participants of the sector;
2) Stimulate construction companies to understand and attend dwellers needs and expectations;
3) Promote the building integration in the urban tissue, fostering socioeconomic integration of it’s dwellers;
4) Promote the search for sustainable solutions in all building phases, specially during it´s operation period;
5) Stimulate creativity during the building project, fostering innovation;
6) Focus on the building expected performance not on specifications and standards;
7) Stimulate continuous search for quality and development;
8) Promote building solutions compatible to regional specificities;
9) Stimulate social participation in the building selection phase and;
10) Foster human resources’ development throughout construction value chain.

The flexibility found in the PIPS guidelines allows all points to be incorporated in the public housing policy implementation. One important change proposed is to use the statement of objectives instead of specified models for popular houses – the current practice adopted in the public housing policy.

A request for proposals (RFP) must be done in a way that lets the market (building companies) free to create new solutions that attend the expectations and objectives declared in the RFP. That is the first condition to promote innovation according to the theory presented.

Demanding solutions that take into consideration local specificities and the needs of dwellers, plan the integration of the building – and it’s people – in the urban tissue and fostering economic opportunities for these people are the main drivers to find real sustainable construction proposals.

The maintenance of the requirement for companies to be certified by the Brazilian national program of quality and productivity in habitat fosters the continuous search for development and quality and strengthen the relationship among players across the building sector and use the State power to facilitate the market development and proactiveness not just reactiveness and compliance.

A selection committee can be made with representatives of several professionals of CAIXA (the responsible operator of the public housing policy). This multidisciplinary group has a very important role in the blind assessment and interview phases and during the pre-award meetings where the project risks can be discussed as well as the assessed capacity of the contractor to perform according to what was asked.

The focus on the capacity of the contractor to perform according to what was asked and manage the project risks not the focus on the compliance of this contractor to the standardized house presented by CAIXA is a great step towards the transition to a participative, sustainable model of promoting the public housing policy.

Once the contractor is selected according to it’s evident capacity to perform successfully, the project is presented to the committee and can be discussed based on it’s attendance to the objectives requested by CAIXA as well as the effectiveness of the innovative solutions presented. All explanations must be based on dominant information and technical certification of the solutions capacity to perform according to what was asked.

Despite the need of technical certifications, according to IMT findings, any expert – in this case, the contractor – can explain the complex details of it’s expertise knowledge in a simple way anyone can understand, so, we believe technical explanations and discussions won’t be a problem to keep the participative structure of the process, in other words, committee members don’t have to be experts in engineering or architecture to know whether a contractor is capable or not to perform and solve any risk identified in a project.

After all discussion on project risks (mainly of non-performance) are over, the contract is signed based on the risk management documents, the project developed along with the informations provided during the selection and pre-award process. CAIXA must follow the
building phase according to the risk management plan (assessing if the contractor is managing the risks identified and what it is doing to mitigate any risk that might happen) and contractor must do what they know how to do best: build and deliver according to the customer’s expectations on time and within budget.

To conclude, we can say the main achievements of the exploratory study summarized in this paper are: • the use of PBP to implement the Brazilian public housing policy, which means basically select contractors that will have their projects financed, enables a wider range of project options that incorporate both regional and sustainable aspects as well as develop regional economic agents in the building value chain like material suppliers and local maintenance companies; • a faster approval process; • a cheaper and faster conflict resolution actions in very common problems identified in the existing buildings such as painting and lighting maintenance and security; • a more participative and transparent process; • innovation, the most important building block of competitive advantage, is also stimulated by this performance-based model of implementing the national housing policy that promotes also sustainability and competitiveness in the whole construction value chain. In other words, the use of a performance-based approach in the public housing policy has great potential to promote sustainable construction in it’s holistic concept previously presented.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

This paper summarizes the main achievements of an exploratory study on the impact the use of performance-based procurement in the implementation of the Brazilian public housing policy has on innovation and sustainability in the building sector.

Although the study was focused on popular housing that is financed by governmental policies and is, nowadays, the most attractive niche in the building sector, the discussion about sustainability transcends this niche. Sustainability has been a market strategy to differentiation and that is, by definition, not sustainable. The responsible use of resources and universal access to houses are fundamental to build a truly sustainable society where everyone has a decent place to live and has support to develop their capabilities to contribute to the whole society improvement.

The achievements shown in the exploratory study, although based on Brazilian experience on public housing policy, are based on international theory of innovation, sustainability, performance based procurement and sustainable construction, therefore, it can be extended to other countries. We must be aware, however, that the implementation, or even a proposition of implementation as the one made to Brazil, must be adapted to the countries’ reality: social and environmental demands, public policy characteristics and current position of Construction Industry Structure and industry level of development.

We believe the intent of the paper was achieved and some opportunites for future research in this area are: the acceptance of this new procurement system by the main actors responsible for this policy implementation; the level of development of each agent identified in the Agenda 21 – how commited to these strategies are they? –; the development of an educational program to train all actors participating in this procurement process and; the development of mathematical methods to assess reputation and a selection score to determine whether companies will or will not have their projects financed.
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